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House of Representatives

The committee on Ways and Means, to whom was referred
■o much of a message from the Governor, transmitting a re-
port relative to the State Board of Insanity and the several
nstitutions under its charge, as relates to regular appropria-
ions, report that no legislation is necessary thereon, and sub-
nit the accompanying statement:

Comments.
This message relates in general to, —■
(1) Expenses of the State Board and maintenance expenses

f its institutions.
(2) Special appropriations to the institutions for build-

ngs, improvements, etc.
3) Supervision and control of such expenditures.

1) Expenses of the State Board and Maintenance Expenses
of its Institutions.

These expenses require appropriations (inclusive of rt
ipts) amounting to $3,047,260.89
The Governor approves this amount exactly as recom

ended by the State Board of Insanity

In other words, he approves all appropriations for current
penses which constitute 81.79 per cent, of all appropri
ms requested this year.
It is fair to assume that the experts could sec no weway in

which to effect an immediate econon

Cf)e Commontocaltj) of Qjjassacjnisetts.
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) Special Appropriations to the Institutions for Buildings,2

Improvements, etc.
Such special appropriations requested this year amount to

$678,468, or 18.21 per cent, of total maintenance and special
appropriations.

Of this total, $473,180 are needed on account of the insane,
f which $286,900 would provide for 409 patients and 84

nurses, at an average per capita cost of $581.95, Avhile the
remaining $186,280 are required for administrative purposes
such as bakery, laundry, service buildings, improvements, etc.

Two hundred and five thousand two hundred and eighty-
eight dollars are needed on account of the feeble-minded and
epileptic, of which $111,688 would provide for 168 patients
and 21 nurses, at an average per capita cost of $590.94, while
the remaining $93,600 are required for administrative pur-
poses such as laundry, dining rooms, fireproofing, sewage
disposal, industrial rooms, etc.

The Governor approves of appropriations amounting to less
than one-tenth the total requirement.

In other words, he practically vetoes enlargement of pro-
vision for the insane, feeble-minded and epileptic, whose in-
crease last year was 660, of whom 489 were insane, 171
feeble-minded and epileptic children; and declines to provide
houses where nurses may live apart from the patients.

The reasons assigned therefor are not well founded, but
are based on,

(1) Cursory and superfici
(2) Failure to grasp the

al investigation.

situation and main purposes of
such appropriation:

(3) Errors of fact
and comparison of unlike condi-(4) Incorrect use of term

tions of widely separated periods of time.
(5) Discarded methods and faults already corrected.
(6) Failure to make allowance for differences due to stage

f progress and gradually disappearing, or for essential varia-

tions in character of work.
In the foregoing statement and the following discussion,

the special appropriations of the Foxborough Hospital are
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excluded because they have not
Board of Insanity, inasmuch a
tution, which the Legislature h

been considered by the State
they relate to the new insti-

t

expressed the intention (in
chap. 635, Acts of 1910) of placing under the supervision of
the State Board of Charity.

(1) Cursory and superficial investigation. The names of
experts, dates of visits and time spent in investigation are,

Board of Insanity. Harpham, April 14, 1911, one half day; April
15, 1911, one half day; June
May 11, 1911, afternoon.

16, 1911, forty minutes; Sherman,

Worcester Hospital. Harpham
4 p.-M. ; James A. Watson, A f

and Coe, June 9, 1911, 10 a.ji. to
oil, latter part of, 1 to 3 p.m.
id Barnes, June 2, 1911, 10.55 a.ji.Wrentham School. Harpham ar

to 2.40 p.m.

Worcester Asylum. Harpham ar
until early evening.

1 Coe, June 12, 1911, 10 a.m.

Westhorough Hospital. Harpham April 11, 1911, afternoon; April
12, 1911, all day; April 13, 1911, all day; James A. Watson,
March 26, 1911, two hours; April 14, 1911, all day; April 18,
1911, afternoon.

Taunton Hospital. Was not visited by experts.
Northampton Hospital. Harpham and Coe, June 7, 1911, 10 a.m.

to 4 P.M.
Monson Hospital. Harpham and Coe, June 8, 1911. 10 a.m. to

3 P.M.
Medfield Asylum. Was not visited by experts.
School for the Feeble-Minded. Harpham and Barnes, June 1, 1911,

10 a.m. to 4.30 P.M.
Gardner Colony. Was not visited by experts.
Foxborouyh Hospital. Harpham and Barnes, June 2, 1911, 4 p.m.

to 6 P.M.
Danvers Hospital. Harpham and Barnes, May 29, 1911, 1.45 p.m.

to 5 P.M.
Boston Hospital. Harpham and Coe, June 13, 1911, 10 a.m. to

4 P.M.

It thus appears that the experts did not visit three insti-
tutions, that they spent two hours at one, three hours and a
quarter at another, three hours and a half at another, from
live to six hours and a half each at four others, one day at an-
other, eight hours in two visits at another, and four days and
two hours in six visits at the Westhorough Hospital.
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As a result of such investigation the Governor disapproves
of practically all the special appropriations requested for
these institutions, with the exception of the Gardner Colony
and the Westhorough Hospital.

The Gardner Colony was not visited by the experts, yet
receives approval of all its special appropriations as re-
quested by the Trustees and approved by the State Board.

The Westhorough Hospital, which received' six visits from
the experts who spent here about one-third of all the time
given to investigating the thirteen institutions, was granted
more than the Trustees desired or the State Board of Insan-
ity approved. The experts apparently did not discover that
the original plan, which the Governor approves, for renovat-
ing the old building had been disapproved by the State Board,
discarded by the Trustees, and revised on a plan more satis-
factory to all parties at a reduction of twenty-five per cent,
of the original cost.

The Governor said in his message; “Westhorough State
Hospital requests $28,480 for altering buildings, for new
land and sewage beds. The buildings undoubtedly need
complete renovation and the appropriation as a whole appears
sound. It contains no extravagant demands, and is ap-
proved.”

The State Board, in House Document No. 79, page 4,
said

Westhorough State Hospital
$2,250Constructing a veranda on the Codman buildin

Constructing two additional sewage beds, .... 1,980
Purchase of Collins farm, 4,250

$8,480

The above estimates are approved by the State Board
In addition, the trustees request an appropriation of $20,000 for

reconstructing and enlarging the infirmary cottage. The State
Board agrees with the trustees that this building should be thor-

oughly renovated and enlarged, to provide adequate lavatory, toilet
and bathing facilities. It believes, however, that the plan presented
can be improved and the cost of the work reduced. It therefore
recommends deferring this work for further study.
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The trustees, not desiring to wait, later submitted to the
State Board and received its approval of, revised plans, ac-
cording to the original specifications, affording more room
for patients, and altogether more satisfactory to all parties,
at a cost of $15,000 instead of the original cost of $20,000,
which the Governor and his experts recommend.

If the most thorough of all the experts’ investigations per-
mitted such an error, it is fair to assume that their investiga-

is as a whole have been “ cursory ” and superficial.

(2) Failure to grasp the situation and main purposes of
suck appropriations. The comments of the message upon the
Boston State Hospital well illustrate the failure to grasp the
situation and the main purposes of such appropriations. The
message states,

There is an item of $250,000 recently approved by the Legis-
lature for the payment of land already taken at the Boston State
Hospital. I deplore the fact that this great institution was located
on such high-priced land, and particularly regret that an oppor-
tunity was left for a rise in the value of the land, after the hospital
had started, and the necessity of
had become apparent.

purchasing such land by the State

:on State Hospital was locatedThe facts are these; The B
and built by the city of Bostc The State had no control of

ame into possession by powerit up to Oct. 1, 1908, when it
eminent domain, for the benefit of the insane and to com-

plete the policy of State care which had been inaugurated for
all other cities and town

Boston had made a large investment in buildings which
;re of little value for other purposes, but could be properly

utilized by the State for the care of the insane. At a fair
price it was only just that the State should purchase this
hospital and continue to use it for the purpose for which it
was designed. The State bought it at a price of $1,000,000,

hich partisans of the city contended was at least a half mil
lion dollars too low, while the general opinion of those con-
versant with the facts is that it was a good bargain for th(

State and a fair compensation to th
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I he next year after acquiring this hospital, the State took
by eminent domain certain lands adjoining it which ap-
proached within 25 feet of the buildings at one point, and
which were absolutely essential to the development of the
hospital to enable it to serve the public and obtain the full
value of the large investment already made. The State left
no opportunity for a rise in the value of the land after it took
the hospital. The act appropriating $250,000 for this land
was passed and signed by the Governor early in the session
of the Legislature.

The Boston State Hospital when taken by the State pro-
vided for 750 patients. Buildings are now under construc-
tion increasing its capacity to about 1,100 patients. Two out
of every three insane patients from Boston are now sent
to distant hospitals at Worcester, Westborough. Taunton and
Danvers. Within a radius of ten miles from the State
House, being approximately the Metropolitan District, nearly
one-half the insane of the whole State were resident when
they became afflicted. This whole district is naturally served
by the Boston State Hospital.

The extreme lack of provision for the insane near Boston
inflicts untold hardship upon their friends, most of whom
are poor and are caused great expense in car fares and loss
of work in visiting their insane relatives at these distant in-
stitutions. It has been the policy of the State to bring these
patients back to their friends, so far as they have any, or,
if there are no friends, to continue to send them where land
is cheap. Such a policy has received general approval. It
is the only humane policy. It can also be proven that it is
the most economical policy.

Here, then, is a hospital which must be steadily and rap-
idly enlarged to accommodate at least 3,000 patients. The
Trustees desire to build a service building, to proivde a bak-
ery, storerooms for supplies, cold storage and ice making
plant, at an estimated cost of $42,000. The plan is such that
it will serve the completed institution. It is the first of a
group of central service buildings providing bakery, kitchen,
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dining-rooms, storerooms for supplies, cold storage, etc. T
this proposal the message objects in these word

$42,000 is wanted for a “ service building ” for storage and re-
frigeration. Yet by remodelling the practically unused basement
of the present building’s, the investigators state that a large excess

such storing space can be provided above the present need
An expensive ice machine, to avoid the present labor of cutting

ice, is equally unnecessary. Again, extensive cold storage of food
is not desirable in an institution so near the Boston market.

It is the present policy of the State to centralize its sup-
plies of an institution at a point convenient for their recep-
tion and distribution, in order that some one person may
be held responsible for this important duty. This has been
found impracticable when they are scattered throughout
basements of different buildings, or to be expensive by re-
quiring several persons instead of one to afford such over-
sight. Furthermore, these basements are under rooms
occupied by patients or officers, where it would not be hy-

ienie to store vegetables and some other supplie
As regards ice making: The present source of ice supply is

a small pond on the grounds near the street which receives
the wash from the surrounding cultivated slopes and is fre-
quented by many children from the neighborhood. Its use
is open to objection for sanitary reasons. Moreover, it is
barely sufficient to supply the present need, and utterly in-
adequate to provide for the psychopathic hospital and the
buildings now under construction. Aside from any question
of cold storage near the Boston markets, this is an urgent
necessity and would be an economy.

Electric light plant, There are now two low voltage (110
volts) electric plants, one of which the Trustees desire to
abolish.

The cost of wiring for this low voltage direct current to
distant buildings is almost prohibitive. There would be an
immediate saving of approximately $1,500 in wiring for the
alternating current to the buildings now under construction.
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The Trustees propose to install in the dynamo room at the
Women’s department, which is large enough for the purpose,
two new generators of high voltage alternating current, and
to connect therewith present and prospective buildings at a
great saving in cost of wiring. Two generators are needed
because otherwise one must be in continuous operation day
and night. The extension of the hospital will immediately
require the second generator. In addition to the immediate
saving of $1,500 in wiring there will be a further economy
in the administration of one instead of two plants. To this
proposal the message says:

For reserve power a single new dynamo might be instituted or
a contract made with the electric light company for power to use
in an emergency if needed. The remaining items are, in my judg-
ment, unwarranted.

Would any company connect up with the hospital plant,
which would necessitate a long extension of expensive wiring,
unless the hospital should agree to use a liberal amount of
current annually ? Would it be economical for the State to
run its own plant and also incur such an expense ?

The failure to grasp the situation and main purposes of
appropriations is glaring throughout the message.

(3) Errors of fact. The trustees of the Wrentham State
School request an appropriation of $13,000 for a sewage dis-
posal system based upon a definite plan and careful estimate
by their engineer.

To this request the message say

As to the $13,000 wanted for a sewer line, Mr. Coe, the engineer
assigned to this work, states that this would be a glaring example of
extravagance considering that a similar piece of work was executed
at the Hospital School for less than $l,OOO, including filtration beds
and providing for 30.000 gallons a day. I cannot approve this
item.

So far as known at the schools, Mr. Coe has never visited
either the school at Wrentham or Canton.

Mr. William S. Johnson, formerly an engineer in the em-
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ploy of the State Board of Health, planned and supervised
he Wrentham School and thethe sewage disposal both at

Hospital School at Canton.
July 6. 1911. —-

He states in a letter, dated

re construction of over half aThe Wrentham system require

fom the buildings, which, inmile of sewer to collect the sew a

he case of Canton, had already been done. It requires over 3,000
feet of main sewer to reach a suitable area, whereas in Canton only
870 feet were required. No suitable soil is found at Wrentham

:1 by gravity, and filter beds mustwhere the sewage can be dischargee

be artificially made by hauling sand, whereas in Canton not a yard
jf sand had to be hauled. It is proposed at Wrentham to construct
the siphon tank which was omitted at Canton but should be built
to make the beds operate satisfactorily. Underdrains beneath the
filter beds are absolutely essential at Wrentham, while they were
not required at Canton owing to the natural conditions. At Wren-
tham provision is made for four times as much sewage as at Canton.

The Wrentham School is planned for extension to 2,000
tients: the school at Canton for 300.

(4) Incorrect use of terms and comparison of unlike con-
ations of widely separated periods of time. The message

>er control, I willTo show the importance of establishing a closer cor
f these institutions are now $14,-say that the total capital costs

ider different direction, the indi-been built000,000

For example, at Worcester thermously.

aunton, $870; at North-pital costs are $1,560 per capi
0; at Danvers, $1,280; andampton, $1,070; at Westborough

Boston, $1,490,
parable. They afford similaranous instit

facilities and local conditions do not vary sufficiently to account

represent not the amountThese so-cal
of money expended, hut the present valuation. The same
error is made in computing the cost of buildings and land

y not he a true index of expendi-Valuation n

ture, which is the point a tissue. For example, the cost of
the land of the Worcester Hospital was $155,285, while its
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present valuation, on which the l< capital cost ” of the message
is figured, is $413,480, being an increase due solely to appre-
ciation in value of $258,195, for which no board of trustees
may properly he held responsible.

The second error in computing these so-called “ capital
costs ” arises from the use of the average number of patients
under treatment, which represents variable degrees of over-
crowding. The working capacities of the institutions should
have been used and were readily available.

The third error relates to the long intervals between the
construction of these institutions, permitting a wide variation
in market conditions and standards of building. Tor exam-
ple, the Taunton and Northampton Hospitals were opened in
1854 and 1858 respectively, Worcester and Danvers Hospitals
in 1877 and 1878 respectively, and Westborough Hospital in
1886.

Boston is excluded from consideration for reasons which
have previously been discussed, it being originally a city in-
stitution for which the State is not responsible.

If the first two errors are corrected, the per capita cost
are:

, ( Working Per Capita
Cost ' Capacity. Cost.

Taunton Hospital 8788,593 96 930 $B4 ( 95
Northampton Hospital .... 842,451 81 818 1,029 89

Worcester Hospital .... 1,765,137 13 1301 1,356 75

Danvers Hospital 1,828,207 40 1360 1,344 27
Westborough Hospital .... 994,578 10 1045 951 <5

It thus appears that the alleged difference in cost of Worces-
ter and I Drivers Hospitals, which were built at the same time,
is eliminated by correction of errors of computation.

But there is a marked difference between the cost of
Worcester and Danvers, built in 1875 to 1880, and that of
Taunton and Northampton, built twenty years earlier.

The cost of Taunton and Northampton conformed to the
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tandards of building in 185 to 1860, which was cheaper0

than the standard prevailing in 1875 to 1880, when W
ter and Danvers were built. Ii both cases the style of archi
tecture prevailing in the peri was controlling, and not the
caprice of any board of trnstc

Furthermore, it may be o d that the costs of Taun-
ton and Northampton do not agree although built in the
same period, Taunton costing 847 per capita, and North-
ampton $1,029 'per capita. ri he explanation is this: In
1891 the per capita cost of Taunton was $846, and that of
Northampton $B3l, almost equal, but in 1892 extensive im
provements at Northampton were begun which reqrrired the
expenditure of several hundred thousands of dollars in im
proving the ventilation, heating, plumbing, and lighting uj
dark corners, etc., without materially affecting the capacity
for the care of patient

Similar improvements are now needed both at Taunt
and Westborough, and. when made, will bring the cost
these hospitals right alongside that of Northampton. Tin
beginning of such improvements at Westhorough appears ir
this year’s request for appropriations as approved by the
Governor,

Therefore, the alleged variation in “ capital cost
these institutions is fully -explained by errors of corny
tion as presented in the message and by the differe
market conditions and standards of building in widely sep

ated periods.

ill correctDiscarded methods and faults
The message sav

nd values vary extraordinarily. The asylums are not sup-

ised to be built on costly city land, but in quiet, suburban or country
locations. Yet the state pays anywhere from $l6 per acre to over

$l,BOO per acre. The recent enlargement of the Boston State
Hospital, on 230 acres of high priced land, has required $400,00f
worth of land. Other land, reasonably accessible, could no doub
have been bought for far less.
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No asylum has been so located since about 1830, when the
first State asylum, which was to serve the whole State, was
built at a central point in Worcester, whose rural population
at that time was 4.173. It has been the practice for years

o locate asylums and colonies, as recommended in the me
age, “ in quiet, suburban or country locations.”
The Boston Hospital could not be located at a greater dis-

tance from the city at a lower cost for land except at the
sacrifice of the public interest. The increased cost of this
land is insignificant compared with the hardship and expense
of many poor people, who must otherwise lose their daily
wage and pay expensive carfares to distant institutions. But,
worst of all, its removal to a greater distance would leave
the acutely insane for temporary care in police stations and
city prison, the prevention of which was one of the main
purposes of its purchase and enlargement by the State. No
patient will be left at the Boston Hospital for treatment un-
less he has friends nearby, necessitating it. Friendless pa-
tients will continue to go to the distant and cheaper locations.

Within the last twelve years the State has bought, outside
of the Boston State Hospital, 6,200 acres of land for institu-
tions for the care of the insane, feeble-minded and epileptic,
at an average cost of less than $35 per acre. It has been the
practice for years to buy cheap, unimproved lands in rural
districts in large enough acreage to avoid the necessity of
additional purchases unless a fair bargain could be made.
There has been no departure from this practice unless abso-
lute need required more expensive land to prevent hardship
to patients in a disturbed or other acute condition by deten-
tion in police stations, and to bring patients conveniently
near their relatives who are interested to visit them.

The message says concerning the Boston State Hospital:

A central service building, to cost approximately $37,750, is
wanted with other factors of a “ farm group,” making a total of
$83,000.

Mr. Harpham’s detailed discussion of the plans convinces me that
the whole scheme is an extravagant one. For example, although the
institution now has two central heating power plants, $10,500 is
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wanted for a third boiler plant for this “ farm group.” There is
no good reason for putting in a high priced, high pressure boiler
plant merely to heat these buildings. A low pressure heater at a
small fraction of this cost would do the work.

The change recommended had already been made by the
State Board of Insanity and a
the experts began their invest!
in House document Xo. 79, pa

cepted by the Trustees before
ation. The State Board said
:es 4-5:

trustees have presented plans and specifications calling for
r constructing and furnishing aappropriation of $83,000 f

group of buildings of the same general character as described above,
the following ditleren

A separate high-pressure
trustees, which would req

team heating plant is proposed
ant attendance of licensed

ierable increase in cost of mainte-■emen and engineers, at a cor
boilers in fireproof chambers inat of low-pn

nection with each buildins id also greater initial expend!-
nre. Eventually a central heating plant must be established for

roup of buildings should bewhole institution, to which tl
icipation of tl it seems to the State Board

bett mg separately on a low-pressure system
until the time when the central mating plant shall be available.

if patients should be providedirable that -this
lively small buildi at the lowest cost. The

ided, therefore plaster construction in the
xpecting that the cost would not much exceedsir

that of wooden construction. Tl fimates, however, show
ah itial brick construction that doubt

using plaster, construction. The
arative estimates of the cost of

an approximati
idvisability

State Board has obtained eon
itruction, and finds

bout 10 per cent, more than the
5 that brick construction be sub-

Furthermore, if brick is used,
to provide for 12 additional pa-
i the two dormitories. The State
owing that such enlargement of
i at a cost of about $5,000. At

that the lat
mer. It therefore recommend:

stituted for plaster construction
each dormitory can be enlarged

r 24 additional patients i
Board has obtained estimates si
the two dormitories can be mad:
the suggestion of the State Bo ard, the trustees have made

ive modifications and obtained estimates which show that the
group of buildings can be constructed and furnished for $84,000,

recommends that brick be substiThe State Board, therefor
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luted for plaster construction, that the two dormitories be enlarged
to accommodate 24 additional patients, and that the high-pres-
sure heating plant be replaced by low-pressure boilers for each
buildi

As to extravagance: The plans of this group of buildings
as modified by the State Board of Insanity would be very
economical. They provide, when completed, for 260 pa-
tients in brick buildings, with interior mill construction, at
a cost of $565 per capita. Each house provides for 52 pa-
tients at a cost of $21,000, or $403 per capita

(6) Failure to make allowance for differences due to
stage of progress and gradually disappearing, or for essential
variations in character of work.

The message says

Worcester, Taunton, Westboro, Danvers, Boston and Northampton,
all care for fairly similar classes of insane patients and under
reasonably similar modes of treatment. They might, therefore,
be expected to show fairly equal per capita expenditures.

Nevertheless, these costs vary enormously. At Worcester they are
$2lB and $223; at Westboro $260; at Northampton $202; while at
Medfield these costs fall to $l9l.

The investigators are unable to find anything approaching a stand-

ard rate of expenditures.

These six hospitals do treat substantially like classes of
patients according to reasonably similar methods, but in a
fair comparison of costs several other important factors must
be considered. The number of patients vary widely, and
the larger the number the less the cost rate. TV orcester had

1,368 patients, Taunton 971, Northampton 847, Danvers,
1,427, Westborough 935, and Boston 828.

The hours of duty of nurses likewise varied widely. At

the Worcester Hospital the male nurses last year worked
84 hours, and the female nurses 70 hours a week, at Taunton
all worked 60 hours, at Northampton 70 hours, at Danvers
84 hours, at Westborough 60 hours, and at Boston 60 hours.

This diversity of hours is due to the different stage of

progress in establishing a uniform 60 hours a week bask.
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The Danvers Hospital will establish this rate immediately.
The Worcester Hospital is doing a part this year and ought
to complete it next year. [Northampton tried to do it last
year, but shortage of nurses prevented.

Again, the shortage of nurses dependent upon the supply
and other conditions not under control of the manage-

mont varied widely. It was
at Taunton, 15 at Xorthamptc
borough, and 9 at Boston.

10 per cent., at Worcester, 2
>n, 13 at Danvers, 6 at West-

After allowance is made f
trollable factors, there will be
cost at these institutions. The

)r these variable and uncon-
a close correspondence in the
final variations are explained

by minor differences in the character of their work. For
example, the greater cost at Westborough is due to the rela-
tively large number of private patients Avho pay more for
their treatment and consequently cost more.

pitals with the Hedfield Asy-
of patients and treatment are

The comparison of these he
hum is unfair because the clas;
very unlike. Hedfield recei\ ! only chronic cases and re-

medical staff and relatively
institution in the Stale and

lires a much less expensive
■wer nurses. It is the large:

benefits thereby.
The message sav

t per year from $5B at Gardner
at a fair valuation all locally

The item of food varies per pat:
$Bl at Northampton (includir

rrect, the other must be wrong
istitutions is $700,000 a year.

produced food). If one rate is cc
The total cost of food in all these i

Last year the Xorthampton Hospital spent for food on
the average, in addition to the products of its farm, $1.06 a
week per patient, while the Gardner Colony spent $0.64.

y unlike classes of patients,
sbodied patients who eat the
pton has all classes of acute,
den patients, who require ex-

The two institutions treat
Gardner has only chronic,

ordinary house diet. Xor
excited, feeble, sick and be n

Xorth
ased more than ten any eggs per patie

did not purchase ibought most of them. (
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egg. producing all that were used. Northampton used almost
twice as much milk per patient. Gardner is a farm colony
of working patients who are gradually producing a large
proportion of their food supplies.

(3) Supervision and Control of Expenditur
The message says:

The welfare of the patients themselves demands the establishment
of a central control which shall do away with these enormous varia-
tions in expenditure.
I recommend that the authority of the State Board of Insanity

be so strengthened as to make it responsible directly for the immense
expenditures incurred in these institutions.

In this connection Experts Harpham and Coe make some
interesting recommendations on page 41 of their report, viz.:

The purchasing of foods and supplies at these institutions is quite
generally done on competitive bids. Some of them have only recently
started to solicit bids, but all the institutions we visited that are
buying on bids believe it a means of saving time and making more
economical purchases.

At present the supervising board of insanity is encouraging in-
creased attention to the receiving, storing and delivering of supplies,
and the more complete operation of methods now started, should be
sufficient in these directions.

Further supervision should not be planned so that it will curtail
or stifle the initiative of superintendents and stewards, but it should
use the knowledge and ability of these local officers and plan to
supplement their knowledge in fields where they are not and cannot
be expected to be experts. The superintendents need information
and advice along the line of business administration and we believe
they can be depended upon to put such advice into operation if it
is presented to them in such a manner that they will feel they are
given fair consideration and an opportunity to discuss and try out
the suggestions before they are given publicity'.

The Secretary and the Financial Agent (of the State Board of
Insanity) have lately' started very valuable records for information
and control. Some of the accounts, for example, the institution
farm accounts, have not y7 et been brought to a point where they'
can be published. We believe they' are working in the right direc-
tion, and that it is the completion of work now started rather than
the extension of this field that is to be desired.
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The methods of supervision recommended by the experts
are now in operation and are fully adequate, in the opinion
of the State Board of Insanity, to accomplish the purpoi
of the Governor. Necessarily there will always be varia-
tions in expenditures due to differences in character of work
and local conditions, and others due to imperfect methods
which are being improved with experience and progresi
Their reduction to a minimum variation will be the result
of constant investigation and effort. It will not result from
the arbitrary action of a central board of control without
education and help to local efficiency. This opinion is
upported by the conclusions of experts who have thoroughly
nvestigated the results obtained by boards of control and

by those of supervision.
Mr. Henry C. Wright, of New York, an expert of the Sage

Foundation, recently published a report of his investigation
as to the workings of boards of control in lowa and New
York, and of the supervisory board of charities in Indiana
He says on page 343 of his repor

Indiana secures an economical administration and very satisfac
tory results under the present form of supervision through the
Board of State Charities. Its institutions are managed more eco-

ally and more satisfactorily than are the institutions in eit
lowa with complete centralized control, or in New York with a
partial central!

Testimony to the same effect is found in the report of E
perts Harpham and Coe. They lay much stress upon varia-
tions in food cost, food waste, and food values as measured
by quantities of protein and number of calories in the averag

iaily food consumption at our institutions. They say or
31

We ain rption, but
ment on what are acceptable diets. \\

(

We four
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On page 30 they present daily food values in protein and
■alories based on average consumption at the different insti-
utions under the State Board of Insanity. If these he com-
pared with W right’s figures for lowa, New York and Indiana
Wright’s report, page 340), it will be found that Massachu-

ts makes the best showing of all as follows

Food Values in

Protein Grams Calories
per Capita per Capita
per Day. per Day.

lowa Board of Full Control 106.47 3,691
New York Boards of PartialControl .... 104.62 3,313
Indiana Board of Supervision Only .... 95.78 3 429
Massachusetts Board of Supervision Only . . . 101.41 3,250

It thus appears that the lowa Board of Control makes
the worst showing of all, and that the Supervisory Boards
of Indiana and Massachusetts make better showings than
either lowa or New York under control systems.

Therefore, the State Board of Insanity is firmly of the
opinion that its authority at the present time is sufficient;
that uniformity of expenditures is steadily and satisfactorily
progressing; that local efficiency of the institutions is being
promoted to a marked degree; that it would he seriously
impaired by the exercise of greater central control; that such
impairment would be disastrous in the extreme to real econ-
omy ; that central control would he dangerous in its exposure
to political influences; that it would drive out of the State
service the type of men who are essential to maintain and
raise the standards of administration and treatment of pa-

ds ; that the results of central control have been proven
pe less satisfactory and less ecopiomical than those of super-
on backed by education, expert assistance, persistent in-

stigation, and distribution to the different institutions of
mparative information, as is now practiced and capable of

n under the supervision of the State Board of I
samtv.
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In conclusion the message says

In general, so far as appropriations for new buildings are con-
cerned, I feel that we ought to rest a year, or until the new build-

gs already under construction are completed and put into service.
Moreover, the State has authorized, during the past year, addi-

tional buildings for nearly 1,000 more inmates. If crowded condi-
tions have existed, these buildings (now in process) ought to
provide for at least one year, or perhaps two years of increase.

Every one of the beds provided in these buildings under
construction would, if completed, be filled by a patient sleep-
ing in temporary beds set up in day rooms and corridors.
The continuance of such crowding is dangerous to patients,
not sanitary, and not humane.

Failure to make these appropriations this year means that
no new provision will be under way to receive the increase
of patients, which amounts to at least 500 a year, as shown
by the whole history of the past. The overcrowding conse-
quent upon such neglect will not be felt for a year or two.
Then, when it is too late, conditions would show the lack of
wise forethought and humanity
which must eventually be done,
mane considerations are not cc

in such obstruction of work
Furthermore, if these hu-

ntrolling, such delay means
serious money

institutions by special paid
%

grading, road building, etc.
of such commission in build-
uled $50,000. The cost of
re the reception of patients

Formerly the State built its
commissions and paid labor for
The compensation and expens
ing the Medfield Asylum ex
grading and road building be
exceeded $25,000,

Now for many years such >rk has been done by unpaid
practically without expense,trustees and labor of patient

and with great benefit to patier ts, but such saving is possible
lually and steadily according
ed provision. When serious

>nlv when building is done er

to each year’s need of increased provision. When serious
overcrowding and its results become apparent to the public
two or three years hence, precipitate action will be demanded,
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and a return to the former expensive method of building
may be necessary.

The profound regret is that the consequences of such delay,
money loss, and neglect of necessary work must fall, not
upon trustees and officers, but upon helpless patients commit-
ted to the State’s care.

STATE BOARD OF INSANITY,

Owen Copp,
Secretary.

For the committee.

NORMAN 11. WHITE.


